Environmental effective photocatalyst CoO–TiO2 synthesized by thermal precipitation of Co in amorphous TiO2
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ABSTRACT
We report the enhanced photocatalytic activity of TiO2 by the surface decoration of CoO nanoparticles to degrade paraaxon. The CoO nanoparticles are precipitated in situ during heat treatments of Co doped amorphous TiO2, and enhance the degradation by 11–24 times that of pure TiO2 or Rh2O3–TiO2 or the oxide nanoparticles under white light (natural sunlight and fluorescence light). The enhanced activity is a combined result of visible light absorption by CoO and effective electron-hole separation at the CoO–TiO2 interfaces.

Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction

Titanium-dioxide (TiO2) is often used for photocatalysis to degrade organic and biological substances [1–5] due to its stability and cost. TiO2 is not efficient in sunlight limiting its use under UV irradiation, which accounts for 5% of solar spectrum. There have been various approaches to improving visible light response of TiO2, for example, by attaching photosensitizers to TiO2 surfaces, doping (bandgap reduction), induce new states within the bandgap [6–8]. Photosensitizers suffer from photo corrosion and are not as stable as TiO2. Although doped TiO2 can operate in the visible region, but its photocatalytic activity is far lower than that of unmodified TiO2 under UV irradiation. Furthermore, doping can also reduce the activity of TiO2 under UV irradiation because the doped species could act as recombination centers [7,9,10]. In recent years we demonstrated the effectiveness of sonosynthesis to prepare pure and doped TiO2 [10–12]. The use of pure TiO2 for water purification and the removal of pesticides (e.g., paraaxon and p-nitrophenol) has been previously demonstrated [4,13–15]. Here we demonstrate that CoO–TiO2 is photocatalytically active using sunlight or fluorescent light instead of ultraviolet light.

The chemical paraaxon, an organophosphate, is a potent neurotoxin and has been extensively used as an insecticide. Most organophosphorus pesticides are vinyl ester derivatives of phosphates and have been widely used as insecticides and chemical warfare agents [16] that has accumulate in the soil and it is now a major health concern [17]. The organophosphates are cholinesterase inhibitors and irreversibly bind to acetylcholine (AChE) and rendering it inactive [18]. Inactive AChE prevents the degradation of acetylcholine can quickly kill by causing convulsions, brain seizures, respiratory failure etc. [18,19]. Several methods have been used to destroy these toxic compounds, including chemical hydrolysis, incineration and microbial enzymatic degradation by microbial enzymes [20,21].

In the present work is demonstrated a new catalyst that has enhanced efficiency when compared to pure TiO2. This enhancement is the result of the precipitation (decoration) of nanoparticles (e.g., CoO) on the surface of TiO2. Metallic cations are added as dopants (Co and Rh) and they precipitate in amorphous TiO2 during the synthesis. The novelty presented herein is the use of heat treatments to promote “back-diffusion” of the cations allowing to control the particle size within the nanometric range (CoO or Rh2O3). A variety of nanostructure precipitates are used to enhance the photo-catalytic efficiency of TiO2; yet, CoO seem to be the most effective. The photocatalytic degradation of paraaxon is used as
standard benchmark reaction to demonstrate the enhancement benefits CoO nanoparticles on TiO$_2$.

We have chosen paraaxon as a benchmark and for its known resistant to degradation. At the current state we do not propose our photocatalyst as a solution for soil treatment or remediation; instead, we are demonstrating that CoO nanoparticle decorated TiO$_2$ are highly effective in the absence of intense UV light and may result effective for fresh water sources (e.g., rivers, lakes, water treatment, etc.). We also show our unique method to synthesize such hybrid catalyst.

2. Experimental

2.1. Catalyst synthesis

The chemicals used in the present work are described in Table 1, and a complete list of the chemicals to produce all catalysts tested is provided in the supplementary material (SM). We tested the following catalysts: pure TiO$_2$, Al–TiO$_2$, C–TiO$_2$, CoO–TiO$_2$, α–Fe$_2$O$_3$–TiO$_2$, and RhO$_2$–TiO$_2$; but in the interest of brevity the main text focuses only TiO$_2$, CoO–TiO$_2$, and RhO$_2$–TiO$_2$. The stoichiometry of the nanoparticles that decorate TiO$_2$ is taken from our previous work [22]. For the sonosynthesis De-ionized water (30 ml) is added drop wise to 150 ml of toluene isopropoxide (Ti(OCH(CH$_3$)$_2$)$_4$) during sonication. The temperature in the sonicator is set to 40 °C via water cooling. The dopant agents are dosed separately from water; however, they are added through the synthesis to secure its integration with TiO$_2$.

The results presented here correspond to pure TiO$_2$ and with 0.1 at% additions of Co, or Rh. The sonication was assisted by a Misonix S–2000 apparatus operated with micro-tip using amplitude of 100%, 20 kHz for 30 minutes delivering 25 j/s. The resulting colloid was dried on a hot plate at 60 °C for 24 hours. The dry powders are TiO$_2$ with organic residue; the drying step is concluded when the powder attains a loose appearance. The organic residue is removed by deionized water wash, which is repeated 10 times. Each wash is accompanied by a draining procedure performed via microfiber filter paper on a funnel-flask with an applied vacuum pump. The powders are dried a final time before they are heat treated.

2.2. Heat treatment

The heat treatments were monitored via thermal analysis using a workstation consisting of a high-speed-high-resolution National Instruments data acquisition system (cFP 1804, Austin, TX) and a personal computer set to 10 readings per second. The pure TiO$_2$, Co–TiO$_2$ and Rh–TiO$_2$ were heat treated at 300 and 800 °C for 12 h in a tube electric resistance furnace in open air conditions.

2.3. Characterization

The XRD characterization was conducted on a SIEMENS Diffractometer D5000 equipped with a Cu target; the Kα characteristic has a λ = 0.15406 nm. The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) observations were carried out on a JEOL JSM-6460 at 200 kV. The samples were prepared by depositing the powders on a carbon coated tape with high resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM) was conducted on a JEOL 2000 FX operated at 200 kV and the samples were prepared a Carbon grid (300 mesh).

Raman spectroscopy was conducted on an XploRA™ apparatus using a green laser (532 nm) with a spot size of 1 μm and a resolution of 0.5 cm$^{-1}$. UV–vis was conducted to obtain the bandgap that was calculated using a modified Kubelka–Munk method [23].

The samples for Raman and optical spectroscopy were prepared by adding 0.01 g of powder in 20 ml of de-ionized water. The mixture was subjected to sonication for 10 min using an intensity of 25 j/s. The resulting suspension was deposited on fused silica glasses (4 mm in diameter) that were dried on a hot plate at 60 °C for 2 h. The process was repeated 5 times to thicken the films. Pictures of the sonicated suspension were performed in the SEM showing that the catalyst can be suspended on water for 8 h or more. The amounts of catalyst for the degradation test and for the samples used for the UV–vis test may vary; nonetheless, we can confirm that some of the catalyst is suspended during the degradation test.

2.4. Catalytic degradation of paraaxon

The catalysts were tested the degradation of the organophosphate compound paraaxon into the by-product p-nitrophenol (PNP) under two lighting conditions: (i) natural sunlight and (ii) fluorescent light. The spectra for both, are included in the SM 2. The samples were prepared in sterile 14 mL falcon tubes with 10 mL of sterile carbon supplemented media (CSM). The selection of the minimal media CSM as a resuspension agent follows the experimental method previously employed by Iyer et al. [24,25] where the concentration of paraaxon is measured by means of UV–vis. This is a well established method that we have been using for several years and was reported in our previous publications [24,25]. The amount of catalyst added in every case was 0.5 g. The concentration of paraaxon was 100 μg per mL of CSM for a final concentration of 2 mg of paraaxon/gram of catalyst. The tubes were then sealed and vortexed for approximately 10 s. The vortex time sufficient to suspend the catalyst; although, some particles may precipitate.

For the sunlight lighting conditions, the sample tubes were placed on a shelf top adjacent to an external facing window (sunlight spectra is available in the SM 2a). The fluorescent light was carried in a close container to isolate any interaction with sunlight or any other source. The light spectra for the fluorescent source is available in SM 2b. The temperature during the procedures was remained constant at approximately 25 °C for both lighting conditions.

For the degradation analysis a 500 μL aliquot was collected from each tube at designated times from Day 0 to Day 6 (approx. 144 h). Each time an aliquot is taken, the remaining sample is vortexed again to ensure that the catalyst is suspended again for the rest of the test. The aliquot was centrifuged at 13,400 rpm for 2 min at room temperature; the supernatant was read at 200 μL per well, in duplicate, by plate spectrophotometry in a wide spectrum scan between 230 and 1000 nm by Tecan UV–vis plate spectrophotometer.

3. Results

3.1. Materials: synthesis and characterization

Fig. 1 shows characterization of pure TiO$_2$ and with Co and Rh additions in the as synthesized and heat treated conditions using SEM, XRD, and Raman spectroscopy. The grain size was calculated using the Sherrer method [26,27]. For the three samples in the as synthesized conditions the grain is sub-nanometric, hence quasi-amorphous and this is in agreement with Fig. 1d. On the other hand, for the pure TiO$_2$ and with Co or Rh additions for the heat treated samples between 300 and 800 °C for 12 h the grain sizes vary from 1.5 to 5 nm respectively (Fig. 1e–f). Thermal analysis results demonstrate that using sonochemistry the crystallization of the powders to anatase occurs at relatively low temperatures (e.g., 100 °C [111]). The diffraction pattern for pure TiO$_2$ heat treated
Table 1
Chemical agents used in the present work with their respective purity and vendors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Formula</th>
<th>Purity (wt%)</th>
<th>Vendor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Titanium isopropoxide</td>
<td>Ti[OCH(CH$_3$)$_2$]$_4$</td>
<td>97.00</td>
<td>Sigma–Aldrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agents</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cobalt (III) Fluoride</td>
<td>CoF$_3$</td>
<td>99.99</td>
<td>Sigma–Aldrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhodium (III) nitrate ~36wt% rhodium</td>
<td>Rh(NO$_3$)$_3$</td>
<td>99.99</td>
<td>Sigma–Aldrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraaxon (pesticide)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraoxon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetonitrile</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSM: Carbon Selective</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media (prepared in lab, sterilized by autoclave)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De-ionized water</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sigma–Aldrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 M NTA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sigma–Aldrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20% (w/v) MgSO$_4$ 7H$_2$O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sigma–Aldrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4% (w/v) Ca(NO$_3$)$_2$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sigma–Aldrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5% (w/v) FeSO$_4$ 7H$_2$O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sigma–Aldrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphate Buffer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sigma–Aldrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution (Stock solution)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sigma–Aldrich</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Characterization of the as synthesized and heat treated samples by means of (a–c) SEM, (d–f) XRD and (g–i) Raman Spectroscopy. The results correspond to the samples in the following conditions: (a,d,g) As synthesized samples, (b,h) samples heat treated at 300 °C and (c,f,i) samples heat treated at 800 °C. Note: In the Raman spectrum the upper left letters (A or R) denote anatase or rutile respectively.

at 300 °C shows the presence of pure anatase. The phase transformation observed during the heat treatments are in agreement with references [28–30].

The transformation to rutile is initiated above 300 °C and completes above around 500 °C, but this also depends on the additions (e.g., Co, Rh) [11,31]. The heat treated sample (CoO–TiO$_2$) at 300 °C is mainly anatase with 5 ± 2 wt% rutile. The Rh$_2$O$_3$–TiO$_2$ sample has approximately 70 ± 5 wt% anatase and up to 30 ± 5 wt% rutile. Therefore, we can say that both, Co and Rh, are rutile promoters, and Rh is more effective.

The samples heat treated at 800 °C possess higher crystallinity and in all cases are pure rutile (Fig. 1f); unfortunately, the particles are coarser. Therefore, we decided to use the materials heat treated at 300 °C because they allow proper crystallization of TiO$_2$, but prevent undesirable coarsening. At the same time with this heat treatment it is possible to synthesize key cobalt and rhodium oxides semi-conductors with unique co-photocatalyst enhancement. This is a unique process where the TiO$_2$ is decorated with effective co-photocatalytic particles of CoO or Rh$_2$O$_3$.

Fig. 1a–c are SEM images for the as synthesized and heat treated materials respectively. The SEM micrographs indicate the coarsening evolution for pure TiO$_2$ and the densification effects by the higher temperature during heat treatment. The particle growth during coarsening goes from irregular into faceted with sharp
edges implying higher crystallinity with reduced surface area. The irregular appearance in the as synthesized TiO	extsubscript{2} is attributed to incompletely stoichiometries and potentially a lack of oxygen. Again, this implies that the best candidate if the material heat treated at 300 °C.

The Raman characterization of the heat treated samples for as synthesized CoO–TiO	extsubscript{2} shows an intense E	extsubscript{g(2)} band. This band is well resolved due to a short to mid-range order [11]. Other identifiable Raman bands (Fig. 1g-i) for anatase are: E	extsubscript{g}, B	extsubscript{1g}, and the doublet A	extsubscript{2g}. The E	extsubscript{g} mode shows three bands at 151, 193 and 630 cm	extsuperscript{-1}, while the B	extsubscript{1g}, A	extsubscript{1g} and B	extsubscript{1g} are at 400, 508 and 512 cm	extsuperscript{-1} respectively [32]. When anatase is nanostructured the E	extsubscript{g} band (144 cm	extsuperscript{-1}) shows a red shift, based on the results from [33,34]; the grain size in our materials is 5 nm that is in agreement with XRD results. The as synthesized Rh	extsubscript{2}O	extsubscript{3}–TiO	extsubscript{2} sample is almost amorphous; we cannot calculate its grains size and we can only assume that is smaller than that in CoO–TiO	extsubscript{2} (Fig. 1d).

All heat treated samples exhibit second order Raman scattering at about 240 cm	extsuperscript{-1} and a shoulder at around 685 cm	extsuperscript{-1} that are typical of rutile [35]. The CoO–TiO	extsubscript{2} sample fully transforms into rutile when heat treated at 800 °C and is confirmed with the Raman bands that are identical to those reported in [35]. The Raman intensity in Rh	extsubscript{2}O	extsubscript{3}–TiO	extsubscript{2} heat treated at 800 °C decreases considerably due to the surface decoration of the Rh	extsubscript{2}O	extsubscript{3} precipitated along the TiO	extsubscript{2} particles. The Rh	extsubscript{2}O	extsubscript{3} blocked laser beam, preventing the identification of TiO	extsubscript{2}. Yet, XRD clearly identifies the TiO	extsubscript{2} as pure rutile with the following lattice parameters: a = 0.459 and c = 0.295 nm that are similar to those reported in [36]. Here is important to clarify that the Co and Rh additions are dopants in the as synthesized (amorphous) samples, but during the heat treatment they form oxide precipitates that decorate TiO	extsubscript{2}.

Fig. 2 illustrates the bandgap values for the TiO	extsubscript{2} and CoO–TiO	extsubscript{2} samples. The values reported for the bandgap in the as synthesized TiO	extsubscript{2} is comparable to that in our previous work (2.8 eV [11]) that is evidently lower than that presented in commercial sources (3.0–3.2 eV [37]). This difference is due to incomplete stoichiometries. Similar results have been reported in rutile/anatase heterojunctions with values of 2.78 eV [38], but in our case we attribute this change to dangling bonds and in samples above 500 °C show only the bandgap for rutile (3.1 eV).

The CoO–TiO	extsubscript{2} has three absorption bands (Fig. 2c). One of those corresponds to TiO	extsubscript{2} and the other two are for CoO. The respective bandgap analysis is given in Fig. 2c. The two bandgap values at 1.71 ± 0.04 eV and 2.45 ± 0.05 eV match those reported previously for CoO [39]. In the Rh	extsubscript{2}O	extsubscript{3}–TiO	extsubscript{2} sample we also identified more than one bandgap (2.38 and 2.7 eV) for Rh	extsubscript{2}O	extsubscript{3} that are comparable to those reported in the literature. [40]. Again, the presence of the Rh	extsubscript{2}O	extsubscript{3} nanoparticles prevented the precise determination of the bandgap on TiO	extsubscript{2}, which we assume is identical to that shown in Fig. 2 for pure TiO	extsubscript{2}.

3.2. Catalysis: chemical principles

Fig. 3 shows the degradation sequence of paraoxon by the catalytic effect of TiO	extsubscript{2}. The degradation is initiated when the paraoxon is decomposed into the p-nitrophenol and diethyl phosphate (DEP). This degraded species are important due to their limited toxicity that is two orders of magnitude less than paraoxon [41]. Here
we investigate the rate of paraoxon degradation by the directly correlated spectroscopic quantification of p-nitrophenol. The p-nitrophenol is further degraded into p-benzoquinone [13,42–44].

3.3. Catalysis: degradation of paraoxon

The initial experiment demonstrated that using a concentration of 2 mg of paraoxon/gram of catalyst was ideal to carry the test presented herein.

Fig. 4 shows the UV–vis absorbance curves indicating the degradation efficiency for various catalysts after 1 day of test under sunlight conditions. The degradation detection is conducted by analyzing the degraded species as shown in Fig. 4, which is identified as p-nitrophenol at approximately 400 nm. The second degree of degradation is p-nitrophenol transform into p-benzoquinone as reported in our previous work [24,25]. It is important to notice that after the first day the most active catalyst is CoO–TiO2, the pure TiO2 and Rh2O3–TiO2 have comparable degradation activity. The control sample does not seem to have any presence of p-nitrophenol as expected.

In Fig. 5 shows clear catalytic enhancement of CoO–TiO2 over pure TiO2 and Rh2O3–TiO2. The difference is enough to degrade paraoxon into p-nitrophenol. In addition, both lightening conditions, sunlight and fluorescent, seem to have comparable degradation effects on paraoxon. In the first day, under sunlight 37% of paraoxon is degraded and for the fluorescent light conditions the degradation is 36%. By the second day the corresponding degradation values are 60.5% and 63.5%. In the third day of testing the fluorescent experiment degrades 99.9% of paraoxon and with sunlight it is 97%. The presence of paraoxon in the fourth day is untraceable.

On the other hand, pure TiO2 and Rh2O3–TiO2 have comparable efficiencies; however, after 6 days of exposure the degradation reaches only from 11 to 13%. For pure TiO2 and Rh2O3–TiO2 the fluorescent conditions seem more effective; nonetheless, when compared to CoO–TiO2 this difference is almost negligible. Under fluorescent light, the degradation of paraoxon is 11.5 times faster for CoO–TiO2 than the other catalyst. In the presence of sunlight this difference increases to 13 and 16 times with respect to Rh2O3–TiO2 and pure TiO2. Therefore, CoO–TiO2 is the most effective photocatalytic compound tested herein. For other catalyst compounds the results are presented in SM 4. The use of CoO–TiO2 degrades the p-nitrophenol into p-benzoquinone. The presence of p-benzoquinone is detected after the first day of test. After the fifth day the presence of p-nitrophenol is untraceable. This degradation is not clear for pure TiO2 or Rh2O3.

Larger amounts of CoO–TiO2 were also tested. Increasing the concentration of CoO–TiO2 catalyst to 1.25 mg of paraoxon/gram we observe that paraoxon degrades completely in approximately 27 h under fluorescent light; however, under sunlight the degradation is only 67%. The degradation activity of CoO–TiO2 under fluorescent light is 26.5% with an extra addition of 62.5% of catalyst (from 0.5 to 0.8 g). In other words, 0.8 g of CoO–TiO2 per mg of paraoxon can complete the photocatalytic degradation approximately 24 times faster than pure TiO2 that is equivalent to 2400% improvement.

4. Discussion

The Pt- and Rh-additions to TiO2 are usually reported as effective dopants to enhance photocatalyst efficiency [45]. This is somehow explained by the effectiveness of those noble metals to narrow the bandgap in TiO2 when it is present as a dopant. However, in the present work we demonstrated that CoO–TiO2 is more efficient than Rh2O3–TiO2. This higher effectiveness of the CoO–TiO2 is due to a co-photocatalytic property of CoO [46].

The CoO and Rh2O3 are decorating the TiO2 particles, which resulted as a side effect of the heat treatment due to a precipitation of Co or Rh cations that are forced out of TiO2 due to a “back-diffusion” mechanism as suggested in our previous publication [11]. The main advantage of this method is the controlled precipitation and coarsening of oxide nanoparticles. The heat treatments are designed to precipitate pure CoO avoiding coarsening. The presence of CoO is identified and confirmed by Raman, UV–vis (bandgap) and HRTEM. The presence of CoO on TiO2 is clear in the HRTEM results in Fig. 6. The additions of Co and Rh were used to engineer nanostructured TiO2 particles decorated with oxide catalyst that resulted in clear enhancements of the photo-catalytic activity when compared to pure TiO2.

The high activity of CoO–TiO2 under visible light makes it suitable for environmental applications. Furthermore, the CoO–TiO2 is the only catalyst that is able to complete a secondary degradation from p-nitrophenol into p-benzoquinone [13,42,43]. The second best photocatalyst is the α-Fe2O3–TiO2 (see SM 4) that reaches 77% of degradation after 6 days. In comparison, only 11% and 12% of paraoxon was degraded in the same time by Rh2O3–TiO2 or TiO2 respectively.

Co is significantly more affordable than Rh or other precious metals. Other examples in the literature to degrade organics with TiO2 using light sources in all cases with intense UV component.
(200–340 nm), elevated temperatures (60–80 °C) and light sources that are 25 times or more intense [2,47] when compared to the light sources used herein. It is certainly true that the complete degradation is faster on other reports (e.g. literature); yet our procedure is effective in the absence of special light sources. Therefore, our process is environmentally friendly (sunlight, room temperature and atmospheric pressure). Our environmentally friendly process is probably not ready for soil remediation because the soil may block the light (except at the surface); yet, it can be considered for fresh water treatment in isolated systems (e.g., photoreactors). It means, before the water is returned into rivers, lakes, etc. This is suggested to avoid health and pollution concerns known in coalst. If external lightening is needed our catalyst can easily work with city light sources (fluorescent) avoiding intense UV light typically used in laboratory set-ups and confined spaces due to its health restrictions [2,47]. Because our process is effective at room temperature we can realistically say that this is the only possible way to carried it environmentally.

5. Conclusions

In this work it is demonstrated that paraaxon can be effectively degraded to less toxic substances using CoO–TiO₂. Only 0.1 atom% of Co is enough to develop the needed photocatalytic effect on TiO₂ to make it effective under sunlight. The CoO are particles that precipitate in situ during heat treatment of Co doped amorphous TiO₂. The CoO exhibits a co-photocatalytic activity that enhances TiO₂ organic degradation. The CoO and Rh₂O₃ nanoparticles have sizes of 5 nm or less that are key to generate the co-catalytic effect. Among all the tested photocatalysts the CoO–TiO₂ is the most effective and it is active under environmentally friendly conditions (temperature, sunlight, pressure, etc.) reaching degradation activities of up to 16 times that of pure TiO₂. It is also proven that p-nitrophenol is further degraded into p-benzoquinone in a secondary degradation breaking the original molecule into a significantly less harm one.
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Fig. 6. The HRTEM of the CoO-TiO₂ showing the “substrate” of TiO₂ “decorated” by a particle of CoO (dotted square). The insets on the right upper corner shows the FFT of the dotted square region showing a dual pattern further confirming the presence of both phases (CoO and TiO₂).